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T e a m  K n o c k o u t  2 0 1 4 
 

The Team Knockout was played in Mid-Cheshire and was centred around Northwich.  
Organised superbly by Chris Koral and his team some ten Greens were used during the day 
culminating at Owley Wood Sports and Social with the final of both the main competition  
and the supplementary played simultaneously on the two Greens. The only disappointment 
in the event was the late withdrawal of two teams, so late in fact that there was no time to 
organise two of several teams held in reserve.  Affiliates should arrange their teams well in 
advance so that reserve teams have time to organise their own teams.  
 
The winners of the eight scheduled first round matches continued in the main competition 
whilst the losers and those with the two byes moved into the supplementary competition.  
Halifax and District were to win a tight match (5 – 3) at Barnton CC against Barnsley to 
progress to the Spinner and Bergamot Club to meet Wallasey who were beaten by the same 
score-line for Halifax to reach the semi-final at Castle Private number One where they met 
and beat near neighbours Colne Valley, sharing the individual wins but going through to the 
final with the higher aggregate score of just eight chalks.  In the bottom half of the draw 
Rochdale were one of the teams with an enforced bye and they moved on to Castle Private 
number Two to meet Bury who they beat comfortably by six games to two before 
transferring to Owley Wood number Two Green to meet the Mid-Cheshire’s number two 
team with Rochdale comprehensively winning all eight individual games to move into the 
final.  The final was played on the number One Green at Owley Wood and when after six 
jacks the score was level at three wins each and only three chalks in the aggregate it was 
anyones match to win and for much of the last two games Halifax appeared to have the 
edge but it was Rochdale who came through to win both games 21 – 20 and take the title. 
 
In the supplementary competition the surprise was that the Mid-Cheshire team were 
involved after being beaten (5 – 3) by East Lancashire at Castle Private number Two.  
Barnsley after their loss To Halifax went through to the final by beating Middleton (5 – 3) at 
Birch Tree, and Mid-Cheshire (4 – 4, aggregate +8) at Castle Private number Two.  North 
Yorkshire after losing to Leeds in the first round found themselves with a bye because of 
one of the missing two teams but they went on to beat Airedale in the semi-final at Owley 
Wood number One and moved over to number Two for their final with Barnsley.  The final 
could not have been much closer with each of teams having four winners but it was the 
North Yorkshire team with a two chalk aggregate win who emerged victorious.    
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